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WORKING DRAWINGS — ALL THE INFORMATION NECESSARY TO BUILD THE PROJECT

• PLAN VIEW
• ELEVATIONS
• SECTIONALS
• DETAILS
• SPECIFICATIONS
UNITS OF MEASURE

- ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS – FEET AND INCHES 10’-4”

- KITCHEN, BATH AND CABINET DRAWINGS IN INCHES 124”
WORKING DRAWINGS

PLAN VIEW
SCALE

- ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS  $\frac{1}{4}$$" = 1’-0”$
- KITCHEN AND BATH DRAWINGS  $\frac{1}{2}$$" – 1’-0”$
- SHOP DRAWINGS  1” = 1’-0”
LINE TYPES

- Visible Object Lines
- Hidden Lines
- Center Lines
- Break Lines
- Leader Lines
- Section Line
• Stairs
SPECIFICATIONS
Carcass Sides, Bottom and Top - 3/4" G-1-S Black Melamine
Carcass Back - 1/2" G-1-S Black Melamine
Shelving to be G-2-S Black Melamine w/ 3/4" x 1 1/4" Cherry nosing
Shelving to be supported by KV K331, in 5mm System Holes
Face Frame and Stile & Rail Sides - 3/4" A-Grade P.S. Cherry
Side Panels - 1/4" P.S. Cherry
Base Skirt - Student Designed MDF
Crown JPM 650 F (McCoy Door)
Base - Student Designed
All carcase joints to be 1/4" Dado, Glued and Clamped
Face Frames Glued and Fastened w/ Pocket Screws
Back glued to sides w/ ROO glue and fastened w/ 1 1/4" screws
Cherry to receive Transparent Oil/Polyurethane Finish 3 coats
Base and Crown to be painted w/ Satin Black Enamel Paint
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LINE TYPES — Dimension Lines
LINE WEIGHT

• **For construction lines:**
  – Pencil 0.5
  – Lead 2H

• **For walls use:**
  – Pencil 0.7
  – Lead B

• **For other objects use:**
  – Pencil 0.5
  – Lead 2H

• **For dimension lines use:**
  – Pencil 0.5
  – Lead 2H
CUTTING PLANE